
ProAnalyst® is the world's premier 
software package for automatically 
measuring moving objects with video.

MREL provides all Editions of ProAnalyst® MREL provides all Editions of ProAnalyst® 
to the Blasting and Explosives Industries 
worldwide and includes ProAnalyst® 
TrackOne Edition with each BlastCam™ 
High Speed Camera and Blaster’s 
Ranger™ High Speed Camera sold. 

ProAnalyst® assists blasters to measure ProAnalyst® assists blasters to measure 
the effects of changes in the blast design 
such as blasthole diameter, timing, 
burden/spacing, and stemming on the 
time of onset, and the velocity and 
trajectory of rock movement at the top and 
face of the blast. 

ProAnalyst® allows blasters to import ProAnalyst® allows blasters to import 
virtually any digital video and quickly 
measure and track time, position, 
distance, velocity, acceleration and other 
rock characteristics within that video. 
Analysis results can be instantly graphed 
and reviewed, compared against external 
data, and can even be exported to data, and can even be exported to 
PowerPoint® presentations, printer-friendly 
reports, and HTML web pages to bring 
your blast design optimization project to 
completion.

®

POINT TRACKING
VELOCITY VS TIME GRAPH

Import and export multiple file types.

State of the art image processing tools. 

Track blast movement without having to use special markers.

Auto-track and/or manually track blast movement.

Several editions to suit a range of requirements and budgets.

ProAnalyst® updates are free to MREL’s customers.

MREL’s 1 year Comprehensive Parts & Labour Warranty.MREL’s 1 year Comprehensive Parts & Labour Warranty.
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ProAnalyst® TrackOne: Included with each MREL BlastCam™ High Speed 
Camera and Blaster’s Ranger™ High Speed Camera sold. Also available 
without camera, this software includes auto-tracking of one feature and/or 
manually tracking of up to 32 features. Quickly export to Excel® or MATLAB® 
for further analysis and graphing.
ProAnalyst® Professional Edition: Includes all the analysis features and engines 
for auto-tracking objects in 1-D and 2-D, data reduction and report generation.
ProAnalyst® 3-D Professional Edition:ProAnalyst® 3-D Professional Edition: Includes all the features of the Professional 
Edition, plus the 3-D Manager. Analyze events captured by multiple cameras to 
reconstruct and display motion in 3-D with accuracy.
ProAnalyst® Image Stabilization: A recommended add-on toolkit for the 
ProAnalyst® Professional Editions which removes unwanted jitter and vibration 
from a video.

PRODUCTS:

FREE SOFTWARE TRIAL

Contact MREL to apply for your 
free 21-day trial of
ProAnalyst® Software.

MREL is committed to product innovation; accordingly product may undergo 
specification improvements without notice.
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